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The Species and Habitat
Management Team of the
Palawan Council for Sustainable
Development Staff (PCSDS),
together with the Provincial
Government of Palawan, PNP
Maritime SUO, and the Crescent
Halal Farm, conducted a field
survey and assessment activity
on the proposed municipality of
Balabac marine sanctuary cum
research center and wildlife
rescue center at Patawan Island
(Dolphin Island), Brgy.
Bangcalaan, and Paga-Paga
Island, Brgy. Ramos, respectively
on February 6-7, 2021.

The said undertaking was
also intended to determine the
suitability of the proposed
structures to be built and the
area's propriety for the proposed
projects.

On February 6, the team headed
to the Patawan Island. It is a
small islet with the main island
having a size of 15, 888.677 m²
(0.016 km²) or 31, 880.656 m²
(0.032 km²) with the surrounding
coastline included. Its sparse
vegetation is primarily dominated

by Pandanus species and some
coconut trees. Within its
periphery, several wave-brought
debris such as discarded fishing
nets and other plastic materials
were observed by the team.

The Patawan Island was
proposed as a nursery site and
research center for giant clams,
marine turtles and coral species.
Its shallow waters are habitat of
various seagrass species, mostly

dominated by Enhalus acoroides.
It also serves as a habitat for the
“walo-walo” or the banded sea
kraits species of Balabac, as local
guides would frequently
encounter them on the island’s
perimeter and underneath
vegetations.
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and evaluation on the Proposed Marine Sanctuary and Research Center at
Patawan Island and Paga-Paga Island, Balabac, Palawan
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Strategy manual from ZSL
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INSIDE ISSUE:

Crown of Thorns (COT) present in the coral reef area of Patawan Island.



Based on snake biology, it
serves as the perfect repose
between each hunt during
daytime, and the warmth retained
by the sandy beach serves as a
perfect spot for cold-blooded
animals to rest for the night.
Apart from the reptilian species,
several thousands of individuals
of birds (presumably swiftlets)
choose the island as a roosting
site when night time approaches.

During the marine survey on
the Patawan Island, the team
discovered an area of coral reef
consisting of various species of
corals such as brain and table
coral, which is about 25 meters
from the coastline. The majority
of these corals were already
fragmented and degraded. Based
on interview of the caretaker in
the area and the proponent, it was
found out that the locals used to
frequent the area and conducted
activities like dynamite and
cyanide fishing, of which what
remains was what the team
encountered. Upon further
examination of the area, the team
observed that the inhabitants of
the coral ecosystem in the area
comprised of sea stars, sea
urchins, clownfish, anemones,
various species of fish, giant
clams as well as the destructive
crown of thorns starfish.

As the team probed the island
to gather more information, they
have identified immediate

concerns for the said site. First is
the need to take action on the
ongoing threat of Crown of
Thorns (COT) starfish in the area.
The COT starfish is an insatiable

predator that will feed upon any
corals species that crosses its
path. General removal does not
apply to these species as they
would release eggs upon being
threatened. A special method of
removal is needed to eradicate

said species (https://
www.marineconservationphilippine
s.org/crown-of-thorn-removal-in-
andulay/) and must be enacted as
swift as possible.

Next issue to be addressed is
the current condition of the coral
reef ecosystem on the island. The
team found out that the ratio of
live to dead corals is 20:80,
meaning the coral ecosystem is
extremely degraded and is in
need of rehabilitation and

protection. This dilemma is
amplified further by the presence
of the above-mentioned COT
starfish. As mentioned earlier,
locals used to conduct illegal
activities in the area, namely
cyanide and dynamite fishing.
Though the practice of the said
activities is non-existent
nowadays, remnants are still
visible in the coral ecosystem.
After such assessment and

evaluation of the said
area, the team went to
the Paga-paga island
the next day to do the
same.

The Paga-Paga
island is an islet
located between
Ramos and mainland
Balabac which boasts
a total of 720, 561.805
m² (0.721 km²) of
area. It is an elongated
piece of land
approximately 1.3 km
long from tip to tip. It

is being inhabited by a local
family that effectively serves as
stewards of the island. The team
found out from the locals that
during the entirety of their stay,
the mouse-deer would frequently
cross the narrow channel
between Paga-paga and
mainland Ramos. They also
expressed their dismay to the
mouse-deer as the animal would
often eat seedlings of the trees
within the area.
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coral
ecosystem
is extremely
degraded and is
in need of
rehabilitation
and protection.

Corals in the reef area of Patawan Island

Sea Anemone present in Patawan coral
Reef with Clown Fish.



In the Paga-paga Island, the
area that the team ventured into
was dominated by coconut
plants, probably planted by the
locals. Other plant species in the
area are nipa, pandan, hagonoy,
basil, malatungaw, kantutay, as
well as several mangrove species
such as R. apiculata, R. mucronata
and B. cylindrica. The area’s land
cover was photo-documented
using a drone which revealed that
the majority of it was converted
into coconut plantations with the
few remaining second-growth
forests at the western portion of
the island. A closer inspection of
the mangrove forests along the
coasts showed several
deforested areas, some of which
are remains from the once-
popular activity of tan barking,
while some trees showed signs
that the cutting was fairly recent.

In a conversation with the
locals, the team learned that
crocodiles are seldom spotted in
the surrounding environs of the
island. This fact could be the
reason why the Balabac mouse-
deer chose this island as a
gateway to access both the
islands of Ramos and mainland
Balabac.

Moreover, the team was also
informed that the said site's
management system includes a
plan to surround the entire island
with plastic fencing to deter the
mouse-deers residing in the
island to either swim to Ramos
island or the mainland of Balabac

and vice versa. If pursued, the
natural habitat and grazing spot
for wild mouse-deers, would be
cut-off from the rest of the island.
The island serves as an
intermediary between the two
large islands of Ramos and

mainland Balabac. This fact
further signifies the importance
of this island for the migration/
grazing route of Balabac mouse-
deers. If access to the island

would be denied, there is a
possibility that the populations of
mouse-deer of mainland Balabac

would not be able to cross to
neighboring Ramos Island and
vice versa. In terms of genetics,
without the influx of new distinct
individuals from the neighboring
islands, the Balabac mouse-deer
is at risk of facing irreversible

harm to the species. A study by
Frankham (1998) stated that
island populations are more
prone to extinction than mainland
populations as island endemics,

in this case, the
Balabac mouse-deer,
have higher extinction
rates than non-endemic
species. He explained
that one of the major
contributors to this is
the inbreeding of said
species.

With the above-mentioned
concern on the Balabac mouse-
deer’s welfare in Paga-paga
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Mouse-deer
have higher
extinction rates
than non-endemic
species.

Aerial view of Paga-Paga Island in Balabac. The proposed site for Mousedeer Research Center

Presence of corals in Paga-Paga Island, Balabac
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Island and the current
condition of Patawan island’s
coral reef ecosystem aggravated
by the presence of the COT
starfish, the PCSDS Species and
Habitat Management team came
up with the following
recommendations: a) to conduct
coral-restoration activities such
as COT removal, coral-grafting
and/or transplanting in order to
restore the state of Patawan
Island’s coral reef; b) to declare
the Patawan Island’s area as
critical habitat of the
aforementioned threatened
species such as giant clams and
marine turtles; c) to formulate
marine protection and
conservation plan/program to
rehabilitate the Patawan island’s
area and to prevent from further
degradation; and d) to maintain
the security in the Patawan island
to prevent any possible illegal
fishing activities; e) to refrain
from building fence around the
Paga-Paga island as such action
may bring more harm than good
to the general mouse-deer
population of Balabac,
specifically if the aim is to cater
for injured and/or rescued
mouse-deer species to full
recovery as there is no need to
purposely seclude an important
vantage point for the species that
the management is trying to
conserve); f) continue the
behavior change campaign for
the protection and conservation
of mouse-deer; g) strictly
implement RA 9147, PCSD AO 12,
as amended and local ordinance
through the conduct of regular
patrol, monitoring and
enforcement activities in the
Paga-Paga island; and h) conduct
of intensive research on the
biology, behavior, population
density and status of habitat of
mouse-deer in the Paga-Paga
island.

Pangolin
Conservation
Strategy

PCSDS receives

manual from ZSL
PCSD Executive Director

Atty. Teodoro Jose S. Matta
received the Palawan Pangolin
Conservation Strategy manual
from the representatives of the
Zoological Society of London
(ZSL) at the Office of the
Executive Director on February
19, 2021.

The 25-year conservation
strategy manual for the Palawan
Pangolin was the final output of
the Palawan Pangolin
Conservation Planning workshop
held by the Palawan Council for
Sustainable Development Staff
(PCSDS), Katala Foundation
Incorporated (KFI), Zoological
Society of London (ZSL)
Philippines, and the IUCN SSC
Pangolin Specialist Group at the
Legend Hotel, Puerto Princesa
City in 2018. The said workshop
was attended by various
participants comprised of key
stakeholders, including
representatives from

government, Indigenous Peoples
groups, key law enforcement
agencies, academics,
practitioners, and local NGOs.

In a nutshell, the goal of the
conservation strategy manual is
for the populations of the
Palawan Pangolin to be thriving
in suitable habitats as part of
fully-functioning ecosystems that
benefit biodiversity and local
communities by the year 2044.
Within the 25-year period, from
2018-2044, it is expected that the
Palawan Pangolin’s biology and
ecology would be well
understood by many. In this time
frame, it is also projected that the
threats faced by the said wildlife
species have already been
mitigated. Lastly, the
conservation of the Palawan
Pangolin is anticipated to be
prioritized through good
governance and empowered
stakeholders.

2021
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PCSDS Executive Director Atty. Teodoro Jose S. Matta
receiving the manual Form from ZSL representative.

>>> PCSD conducts...(From page 3)
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Culion’s Solid
Waste

PCSD approves

Management Plan

The Palawan Council for
Sustainable Development (PCSD)
approved the Solid Waste
Management Plan of the
municipality of Culion, Palawan
during the 276th regular meeting
of the Council on February 19,
2021.

The said decision was
unanimously made by the Council
upon determining that the
municipality of Culion had
completely complied the 35
required sections of the
Ecological Solid Waste
Management Plan (ESWMP) as
reflected in the assessment and
review of the PCSDS on the said
locality’s plan. The necessary
sections include the municipal
profile, waste characteristics,
source reduction, collection and
transfer, processing,
biodegradable and recyclable
wastes, final disposal, education
and public information, rewards
and recognition, incentives
program, privatization of SWM
project and resource requirement
and funding. Having met the full

completion of the required
sections of the ESWMP, Culion’s
ten-year Solid Waste
Management Plan (2019-2028)
was approved by the Council.

With the ESWMP of
Culion, the proposed sanitary
landfill for the municipality was
presented. A Municipal
Environment and Natural
Resources Officer (MENRO) will
be designated as the point person
in the said ESWMP by 2028. At
present there are two designated
staff handling the Solid Waste
Management in the said
municipality.

In the discussion of the
ESWMP, the Council was
informed that when it comes to
waste by composition of the
municipality, 52 % of the waste
are biodegradables, 29% are
recyclables, 16 % are residuals
and only 3 % comprised the

special wastes. In terms of
waste disposed based on
WACS, 55 % of the wastes are
identified as residential, 33% are
commercial and only 12 % are

inst i tut ional .
Within the ten-
year plan, the
target wastes
to be diverted
which consist
of the
biodegradable
and recyclable
are projected to
increase from
1,857.3 ton per

year using the 2019 baseline
data up to 6, 576.8 ton per year
in 2028. The total cost for the
ESWMP project is PhP 54,
000,000.00 covering the ten-
year period. The fund sources
for the said ESWMP amounts to
PhP 44, 600,000.00 which would
come from the barangay,
municipal, province, national,
fines/penalties, donation from
DENR, loan, and income or fees.

52 % of the waste
are biodegradables,
29% are recyclables,
16 % are residuals
and only 3 % comprised
the special wastes.

3D Sanitary Landfill perspective of Culion municipality.
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The voluntary surrender of
the abovementioned wildlife
species were made by concerned
citizens—Mr. Gian Kurt Gomez,
Ms. Ermie Ann Acharon, PNP
Maritime Pssg. Alejo N. Datites,
Captain Lafayette Dela Calzada,
and Mr. Jovie Belliones who
turned over the Pangolin, the two
Southeast Asian Box turtles, the
Hawksbill turtle, the Reticulated
Python, and the Saltwater
crocodile, respectively.

Based on the interview
with the PCSDS Wildlife
Trafficking Monitoring Officers
(WTMOs), the posting of wildlife
species turnovers on the
Facebook page of the PCSDS
made it easier for the concerned
citizens to coordinate with the
agency for the turning over of the
wildlife species. This new
awareness of citizens towards
wildlife and their conservation

The continuing awareness
campaign on wildlife
conservation being conducted by
the Palawan Council for
Sustainable Development Staff
(PCSD) has translated to
continued wildlife turnovers even
amidst the COVID-19 pandemic.

This February 2021
alone, the agency recovered
six wildlife species, to wit: one
(1) Pangolin (𝘔𝘢𝘯𝘪𝘴
𝘤𝘶𝘭𝘪𝘰𝘯𝘦𝘯𝘴𝘪𝘴); one (1)
Reticulated Python (𝘗𝘺𝘵𝘩𝘰𝘯
𝘳𝘦𝘵𝘪𝘤𝘶𝘭𝘢𝘵𝘶𝘴); two (2) Southeast
Asian Box Turtles (𝘊𝘶𝘰𝘳𝘢
𝘢𝘮𝘣𝘰𝘪𝘯𝘦𝘯𝘴𝘪𝘴); one (1) female
Hawksbill Turtle (𝘌𝘳𝘦𝘵𝘮𝘰𝘤𝘩𝘦𝘭𝘺𝘴
𝘪𝘮𝘣𝘳𝘪𝘤𝘢𝘵𝘢); and one (1) female
saltwater crocodile
(𝘊𝘳𝘰𝘤𝘰𝘥𝘺𝘭𝘶𝘴 𝘱𝘰𝘳𝘰𝘴𝘶𝘴).

result in unceasing wildlife species turnovers

PCSD’s wildlife
conservation campaigns

Adult Southeast Asian Box Turtle

Reticulated Python coiled
inside an animal cage.
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status in the wild is attributed to
the PCSDS’ social media
presence. The past wildlife
species turnovers proved this to
be true as the said turnovers were
intensified because of the
agency's wildlife conservation
campaigns being done through
social media at the time of
pandemic.

The Pangolin
and the Reticulated
Python sustained
minor injuries when
the PCSDS retrieved
them so they were
brought to the
Palawan Wildlife
Rescue and
Conservation Center
(PWRCC) for a
thorough inspection
and evaluation of
their health
condition. Upon an
instruction and
further coordination
with the PWRCC and
with the help of the
PCSDS District
Management Office
–Brooke’s Point, PCSDS District
Management Office -Bataraza,
the Philippine Coast Guard-
Bataraza, Bantay Quezon, BFAR
personnel, and staff of DENR-
Quezon, the immediate offices or
agencies concerned with the
rescue of the said wildlife
species, the PCSDS Wildlife
Trafficking Monitoring Officers
managed to release the Pangolin,
Reticulated Python and the rest
of the rescued wildlife species
back to their natural habitat in

undisclosed locations in Palawan
on different dates.

The Pangolin, Hawksbill
Turtle and Saltwater Crocodile are
listed as "Critically Endangered
species” while the Southeast
Asian Box Turtles and the
Reticulated Python are listed as
“Endangered species” under

PCSD Resolution
No. 15-521. The
conservation of
these wildlife
species is
necessary as their
populations have
been observed to
be declining in the
wild. If we want
the future
generation to
behold the
existence of these
animals in their
lifetime, we must
take pro-active
measures now
and campaign for

their protection and conservation
in the wild.

The PCSDS urges persons
who happen to encounter similar
situations of finding or rescuing
wildlife creatures to turn them
over to their office, which can be
contacted through hotline
numbers 0935-116-2336 (Globe/
TM) and 0948-937-2200 (Smart/
TNT). You may also send a
message to their Facebook page
for your concerns.

Pangolin,
Hawksbill
Turtle and
Saltwater
Crocodile
are listed
as "Critically
Endangered
species”

Padyak para
kay Balintong

PCSDS DMO-Roxas
participates in the

The Palawan Council for
Sustainable Development Staff
(PCSDS) District Management
Office (DMO) – Roxas
participated in the “Padyak Para
Kay Balintong” cycling event in
the town of Roxas, Palawan in
celebration of their first Municipal
Pangolin Day on February 20,
2021.

The said event was
participated by members of
Katala Foundation, Roxas ECAN
Board, Tamed but Fierce Bikers of
Marine Battalion Landing Team-3
(MBLT-3), Padyak Agila of 3rd
Marine Brigade, Roxas Budol
Bikers, and other cyclists from
different organizations. It is a
kick-off activity for the province-
wide campaign of protecting
Palawan Pangolin, a critically
endangered species in Palawan.

The cycling activity, which
began from People’s Park to Sitio
Itabiak, Barangay Dumarao, was
held in accordance with the
Municipal Ordinance No. 780
Series of 2020 entitled “Declaring
the Philippine Pangolin or
Palawan Pangolin (Manis
Culionensis) as the Flagship
Species of the Municipality of
Roxas, Palawan, Providing for its
Protection and Conservation and

Palawan Pangolin inside a container.

Municipal Mayor Hon. Dennis Sabando
Of Roxas , Palawan speaking about
the event.



Appropriating Funds
thereof.” It is actually an event
meant to campaign for the
protection of the said wildlife
species whose habitat can be
found in Barangays Dumarao,
Mendoza and Sandoval in the
town of Roxas, Palawan.

Dr. Sabinne Schoppe,
director of the Palawan
Freshwater Turtles and Pangolin
Programs of the Katala
Foundation, delivered a brief talk

during the bike ride on how
Pangolins are prized targets of
poaching due to their high
demand for medicinal and
other purposes. She stressed out
that protecting the said wildlife
species would help the town’s
cashew industry as the wildlife
species performs an important
role in natural pest control as
their diet consists of termites and
ants, which are found in cashew
trees.

Through this campaign,
the LGU of Roxas was able to
raise the public awareness of the
importance of the Palawan
Pangolin, whose population in
their municipality is declining.
Mayor Dennis Sabando said that
he hoped that even with this kind
of activity, the public would take
action and contribute to the
conservation and protection of
the Palawan Pangolin in their
town.

protecting the
said wildlife
species would
help the town’s
cashew industry

2021
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Pangolin Mascot posing alongside with Padyak para kay Balintong participants in Roxas,Palawan during the event.

Padyak Participants in Roxas Palawan

Dr. Sabinne Schoppe, director of the
Palawan Freshwater Turtles and
Pangolin Programs of the Katala
Foundation speaking during the event.


